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Energetics of oxygen-induced faceting on Cu„115…

D. A. Walko* and I. K. Robinson
Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1110 W. Green St., Urbana, Illinois 61801

~Received 01 June 2000; revised manuscript received 30 March 2001; published 5 July 2001!

We have used surface x-ray diffraction to observe the oxygen-induced faceting of the Cu~115! surface in real
time. We find that the surface morphological evolution is driven by the formation of O/Cu~104! facets: O
exposure induces spinodal decomposition of the~115! surface into~104! and ~014! facets, which form spon-
taneously, and also stepped facets, whose orientation gradually changes from~115! to ~113! as the~104! facets
grow. We identify three temperature regimes that have qualitatively different faceting processes, allowing us to
determine the temperature-dependent equilibrium crystal shape for part of the O/Cu system. Semiquantitative
explanations are given in terms of the Wulff construction. During the faceting process, the time evolution
follows a slow dynamic scaling, consistent with either a logarithmic or power-law behavior, driven by the rate
of incorporation of O onto the surface.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.045412 PACS number~s!: 68.35.Bs, 05.70.Np, 61.10.2i, 68.43.Mn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic adsorption at surfaces is an important yet inco
pletely understood process, particularly in cases where
sorption induces a major rearrangement of the surface s
ture. Changes in morphology can drastically affect ma
properties of a surface, especially in areas such
catalysis1–6 and corrosion.7,8 One of the most dramatic
changes a surface can undergo is adsorbate-induced fac
the breaking up of a surface into facets of differing orien
tions under the influence of foreign adsorbates; the pre
work investigates the faceting of a high-Miller-index me
surface due to oxygen adsorption. Low-symmetry, hig
index surfaces provide a controlled starting surface~rou-
tinely characterized by traditional surface-science te
niques! with many potential adsorption sites~steps and/or
kinks! from which the effects of adsorption can be gener
ized to more technologically relevant materials~e.g., poly-
crystalline surfaces9 or nanoparticles10,11!.

While thermal faceting is generally a complex, multist
process,12 adsorbate-induced faceting13–15 is further compli-
cated by adsorption kinetics16,2 and, if applicable, molecula
dissociation17 or other chemical reactions.18 Once facet
nucleation has begun, surface diffusion19 can become the
dominant process in facet growth and coarsening; signific
mass transfer is involved in the growth of facets that may
hundreds of Å across. While the surface is, ultimate
driven towards a new equilibrium configuration,20 the kinet-
ics of adsorption or diffusion can severely affect the s
face’s final morphology, as can variations in the stability
various orientations.

Previously,21 we reported the crystallographic structure
facets formed by exposing Cu~115! to O; here we describe
the formation of those facets, which we have observed in
time with surface x-ray diffraction. Three stable facets a
formed by O adsorption on Cu~115!: O/Cu~104!, O/Cu~014!,
and O/Cu~113!~331!, with the ~104! and ~014! facets being
crystallographically equivalent. We find that a sufficient O2
exposure induces spinodal decomposition of the surfa
which proceeds with a strong temperature dependence.
temperature dependence of the faceting process refl
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changes in the relative stability of various facet orientatio
and allows us to propose Wulff plots for O-covered Cu fac
in the vicinity of ~115!. The time evolution of the faceting
process shows a monotonic, slow growth mode that refle
the slowly increasing stability of the O/Cu~104! facets.

Several metal surfaces have been observed, under th
propriate conditions, to facet upon oxygen adsorption,
cluding many copper surfaces.22–33The case of O/Cu~115! is
relatively complex, since two well defined but inequivale
types of facets result. In contrast are the cases of O-indu
faceting of W~100!, W~112!, and W~111!, since, for suffi-
ciently high O coverage, only O/W$110% facets are formed.34

As another example, only one smooth surface is form
when O was observed to cause faceting of miscut Ag~110!:
the surface transformed to regions of smooth O/Ag~110! and
heavily stepped regions without a well-defined orientation35

The structures of many faceting systems have been in
tigated with a variety of surface probes, including low
energy electron diffraction~LEED!,34,36,2scanning probe mi-
croscopies@scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! ~Refs.
35,37–39! and atomic force microscopy~Refs. 40–42!#,
low-energy electron microscopy,43,44 helium-beam
scattering,45 transmission electron microscopy,37,8 field ion
microscopy,46–48 reflection electron microscopy,49 optical
microscopy,50 and optical interferometry.51 Recently, x-ray
scattering methods have been applied to study the the
faceting of various miscut surfaces, including Cu~110!,52

Ni~111!,53 Pt~001!,54 ice Ih ~100!,55 Pt~111!,56 Au~111!,57

Au~001!,58 and Si~113!.59–61 In heteroepitaxial systems,
rays have been used to study the formation of facets on ‘
clusters,’’ including$105% facets of Ge/Si~001! ~Ref. 62! and
$103% facets of In/Ge~001! ~Ref. 63!, as well as residua
strain in Ge pyramids grown on Si~111!.64 In the metal-on-
metal systems Cu/Ni~001! ~Ref. 65! and Co/Pt~110!,66 x-ray
diffraction found that fcc crystallites grow with$111% facets.

II. BACKGROUND: WULFF PLOT
AND EQUILIBRIUM CRYSTAL SHAPE

Before moving to a description of the experiment, w
very briefly review the theory of equilibrium crystal shape
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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D. A. WALKO AND I. K. ROBINSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045412
or equivalently, the stability of various surface orientatio
The equilibrium shape of a crystal is given by the Wu
construction, i.e., the dependence of surface free energ
orientation.67 To construct a Wulff plot, radii from the origin
are drawn to every point on a polar plot of surface free
ergy vs orientation. Planes perpendicular to the radii
drawn tangent to the surface free energy plot, with the m
mum interior volume representing the equilibrium crys
shape. Mathematically, this is equivalent to a tw
dimensional Legendre transformation.12 Figure 1 provides a
two-dimensional example that illustrates important effe
found in the O/Cu system as described below.

A cusp~i.e., a local minimum with a diverging derivative!
in the Wulff plot denotes a locally stable facet. A local
stable orientation has a lower free energy than immedia
adjacent orientations; this is the case for orientationsA, B, C,
and G in Fig. 1. However, another nearby orientation m
have such a deep cusp that a facet of the latter orientatio
preferred to the former. In the example of Fig. 1, the cusp
orientationsA andC overwhelm the cusp atB, so orientation
B is only a metastable orientation that will not be found
the equilibrium crystal. Surface roughening may occur fo
range of orientations that have approximately equal~and lo-
cally minimal! free energies;12 this is the case for orienta
tions D to E in Fig. 1. No orientations in this range ar
energetically preferred, and the surface is, statistica
rough.12 Note, however, that although orientationsD to F
have equal free energies, orientationsE to F do not appear as
part of the equilibrium crystal shape due to the cusp atG.
Adsorbates and reconstructions may alter the anisotrop
the surface free energy sufficiently to affect the equilibriu
crystal shape,68,69 perhaps changing relative facet areas
driving some orientations unstable. If adsorption leads t
deep cusp at a given orientation, then a nearby, less s

FIG. 1. Sample Wulff construction, showing the surface-fr
energy vs orientation~outer, thinner line! and the resulting equilib-
rium crystal shape~inner, thicker line!. Dashed lines are radii from
the origin to the surface free energy. The effects at orientationA
throughG are discussed in the text.
04541
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surface may facet to the more stable orientation if the
crease in surface energy offsets the increase in surface

It has long been known70 that the equilibrium shape of a
crystal can be discussed in the language of phase transi
of binary alloys. That is, orientations that appear on
Wulff plot are stable phases. The edges that separate fa
are phase boundaries, which can be classified as first-o
transitions~in the case of sharp edges! or second-order tran
sitions~for rounded edges!.12 Orientations that do not appea
on the Wulff plot ~e.g., orientationB in Fig. 1! are unstable
phases; the faceting of such a surface into stable orientat
is thermodynamically favorable71 and is a case of spinoda
decomposition.72,70,12,73Several theoretical studies have f
cused on the stability of various orientations at zero and
nite temperature.15,74–77Other theoretical work has focuse
on the late-time evolution of the typical facet length sca
L(t), almost always by assuming that the rate-limiting step
the speed of mass transfer as the facets grow. These st
typically find either power-law behavior

L~ t !;tf ~1!

or logarithmic behavior

L~ t !; ln~ t !. ~2!

The choice between these forms~and also the value of the
exponentf) depends sensitively on the dimension of t
system and the mode of mass transfer. The early work
Mullins78,79 derived power-law behavior withf5 1

2 , 1
3 , or 1

4

for mass transport in two dimensions by evaporatio
condensation, volume diffusion, and surface diffusion,
spectively. However, these values are much higher than h
typically been observed in experiments59,42 and some
simulations.80–82 Attempting to explain the slower than ex
pected coarsening rates, Papoular19 proposedf5 1

6 when
kink-antikink reorganization time is the limiting factor i
mass transport, while Songet al.60 argued thatf5 1

6 when
growth proceeds by thermal collisions of step bunches.
working in the continuum limit, Stewart and Goldenfeld73

found that non-negligible surface stress could destroy
dynamic scaling, while Liu and Metiu81 derived logarithmic
scaling in the case of quasi-one-dimensional surface di
sion. On the other hand, Shore and Bukman83 argued that
coarse-grained models neglect dynamics on the scale o
dividual steps, which are too important to ignore on vicin
surfaces. Barriers then depend on~grow with! the length
scale, which again results in logarithmic scaling.83 Jeong and
Weeks84 also studied step-step interactions on vicinal s
faces, finding that flat reconstructed terraces grow very
~in fact, linear in time! along the step direction, but withf
5 1

2 or 1
4 perpendicular to the steps~for global or local mass

transport, respectively!. Vlachoset al.82 used Monte Carlo
simulations to study faceting under equilibrium condition
finding that the exponentf could vary with temperature
orientation, and material.82
2-2
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ENERGETICS OF OXYGEN-INDUCED FACETING ON Cu~115! PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045412
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

This series of experiments was performedin situ at beam-
line X16A of the National Synchrotron Light Source
Brookhaven National Laboratory, on the five-circle UH
diffractometer.85 The starting surface, clean Cu~115!, was
freshly prepared for each O-dosing experiment by sputte
with 1 keV Ar1 ions followed by annealing to 550 °C. Th
sample temperature was then slowly lowered to a des
point (200 °C to 400 °C), and Cu~115! crystal truncation
rods~CTR’s! ~Ref. 86! were measured to verify that the su
face was clean, ordered, and free of other facets. O2 was then
admitted into the chamber through a leak valve at a cons
partial pressure (PO2

5231029 Torr to 1.531027 Torr).
Figure 2~a! presents a schematic view of one facet pyram
on the resulting surface. CTR’s from the faceted surface
shown in Fig. 2~b!.

To observe the faceting process with diffraction, we co
tinuously performed scans while dosing progressed.
scanned near the (603)115 bulk Bragg peak, but close to th
surface plane (l 50.6) to enhance surface sensitivity.@In this
paper, we will work in~115! surface units, withh and k in
the surface plane, andl normal to it. Thus, the (603)115

FIG. 2. ~a! Direct-space view of the faceted O/Cu~115! surface
~only one pyramid shown for clarity!. ~b! Reciprocal-space view
around the (111)fcc5(603)115 bulk Bragg point. The CTR’s are
formed from the facets shown in~a!; their orientations are deter
mined by scans in theh2k plane. Experimental STM images an
reciprocal space maps by surface x-ray diffraction are shown
Refs. 31 and 21, respectively.
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Bragg point is (111)fcc in conventional reciprocal lattice
units.# Since any well-defined facet on the surface will ha
a CTR associated with it,87,88 its orientation can be deter
mined from the direction in which its CTR points. Speci
cally, we determined orientations by locating the inters
tions of CTR’s and thel 50.6 plane, using CTR’s tha
originated at the (603)115 Bragg point. The construction to
do so is shown in Fig. 2~b!. The primary scans were per
formed along (h, 0, 0.6!, to scan continuously from the~115!
to ~113! orientations. The scans effectively searched for
(11n)-oriented facets fromn;6 to n;2.5. In several ex-
periments, we also scanned radially and transversely thro
the ~104! facet CTR. Our results, based on over 25 dos
experiments at various temperatures and O2 partial pressures
are described in Sec. IV and interpreted in Sec. V.

IV. FACETING OBSERVED BY X-RAY DIFFRACTION

A. Early stage: „115… facet decomposition
and „104… facet formation

Evolution of Cu~115! surface morphology during the
early stage of O adsorption was qualitatively similar for t
entire range of temperatures and O2 partial pressures unde
consideration, and is described first.~Later effects, which
vary strongly with substrate temperature, are described
Secs. IV B through IV D.! No immediate changes were ob
served in the~115! CTR as O dosing began, but slowly, th
intensity of the CTR decreased without observable broad
ing or shifting of the peak; no facets other than~115! were
observed in this time. This behavior is consistent with a r
dom disordering of the steps on this surface,89,82 similar to
that observed for O on Cu(hk0) vicinal surfaces.90 Indeed,
calculations by Jeong and Weeks91 predicted that step fluc
tuations should increase~and step stiffness decrease, relati
to an isolated step! for a vicinal surface undergoing spinod
decomposition.

Quite suddenly, however, the O-decorated Cu~115! sur-
face destabilized and nanoscopic facets began to form. T
changes, occurring simultaneously, marked this transfor
tion: the abrupt appearance of the O/Cu~104! and O/Cu~014!
CTR’s, and a gradual shift of the~115! CTR towards the
~113! orientation. We index the intermediate facet as (11n),
with n representing the continuum of well defined but no
singular orientations between~115! and~113!, since the CTR
remained moderately narrow but was not oriented along
high-symmetry direction. The tilting of the (11n) CTR re-
sulted from a shift in facet orientation away from~115! to-
ward a more densely stepped surface. The gradual motio
the peak is shown for three dosing experiments in Fig. 3. T
(h, 0, 0.6! scans shown in Fig. 3 are a direct measure of fa
orientation, since all of the rods pass through the (603115
bulk peak. The qualitative differences that arise with cha
ing temperature are discussed below.

By repeating the O dosing experiments at many tempe
tures and pressures, we found a wide range in the time d
between initiation of O2 dosing and the commencement
faceting, as shown in Fig. 4~a!. Instead, we found that the
amountof exposed O2, i.e., dose rather than exposure tim

in
2-3
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D. A. WALKO AND I. K. ROBINSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045412
was the critical factor to initiate faceting. For the entire ran
of pressures and temperatures studied in these experim
faceting began after an exposure of 9.661.4 L of oxygen, as
shown in Fig. 4~b!. The ‘‘starting dose’’ is defined as th
dose at which the~115! CTR peak developed a clear shou
der on the high-h side. An alternative definition of ‘‘starting
dose’’ could be the exact dose at which the~104! facet CTR
first appeared. That definition is less practical to employ;
change in position~or line shape! of an existing peak is
easier to observe than the appearance of a new peak o
the diffuse background. However, we find the two definitio
to be equivalent to within measurement uncertai
(62 L) when we project the early-time~104! CTR intensi-
ties @shown in Fig. 8~c!–8~d!# back to zero intensity.

In our measurements, the starting dose could be mos
curately determined when changes in surface morphol
were the slowest, i.e., at lower O2 partial pressures. This
accounts for the larger error bars associated with the hig
pressures of Fig. 4~b!; other experiments at even higher pa
tial pressures cannot be included in Fig. 4 because face
occurred too quickly to accurately determine the start

FIG. 3. Selected scans through (11n) facet CTR’s during face-
ting, for three representative temperatures. These scans are
formed below the (603)115 bulk peak, atk50, l 50.6 in units of the
115 surface unit cell. The vertical dashed line indicates the~115!
peak position (h56.0), while the dot-dashed line marks the~113!
peak position (h56.28). Scanning proceeded from left to right, th
same direction as peak motion, resulting in a slight broadenin
the peaks.~a! T5389 °C; faceting did not cease at the~113! orien-
tation. ~b! T5340 °C; faceting proceeded smoothly from~115! to
~113!. ~c! T5260 °C; faceting occurred discontinuously from~115!
to ~113!. In contrast to this behavior, the~104! facet’s CTR exhibits
no changes in position, simply growing~with increasing dose! at
the exact~104! position for all temperatures investigated@see Figs.
8~c!–8~d!#.
04541
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dose. Since the temporal evolution of the faceting surf
was observed to depend on cumulative O2 exposure~rather
than exposure time!, in the following sections we will plot
any changes to the facets against O2 dose instead of exposur
time. This will normalize experiments performed at differe
O2 partial pressures. Faceting was typically completed aft
total dose of 30 to 40 L independent of temperature or pr
sure ~except for the highest temperatures, as described
low!, but the time scales could range from minutes to ho
depending onPO2

.

The observation that faceting began after a 9.6-L dos
consistent with STM micrographs taken by Taglaueret al.92

at 210 °C as a function of dose: After an O2 exposure of 10
L, the Cu~115! surface was somewhat disordered and a m
erate fraction of the surface area was faceted. The sur
was completely transformed to~104!, ~014!, and~113! facets
after a 30-L exposure, although facet sizes continued ev
ing after higher doses.92 A follow-up STM study33 showed
that facet density increased with increasingPO2

, further evi-
dence that faceting began by O-limited nucleation~i.e.,
higher PO2

leads to more nucleation sites and thus mo
facets!.

er-

of

FIG. 4. Plots of~a! elapsed time and~b! O2 dose at which
faceting began, which turns out to be a dose of 9.6 L. The beginn
of faceting is defined as the point at which the~115! facet peak
began to move towards~113!.
2-4
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ENERGETICS OF OXYGEN-INDUCED FACETING ON Cu~115! PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045412
The observed behavior of the~104! and ~014! facets dif-
fered significantly from that of the (11n) facets. The CTR’s
associated with the~104! facets were always found at th
exact ~104! orientation, never shifting position. The~104!
CTR peaks did gain intensity, reflecting the spread of th
facets across the surface until the (11n) facet ceased evolv
ing; this behavior of the~104! facets was consistently foun
for all temperatures studied. The~113! facets, as mentioned
above, did not form abruptly; furthermore, their evolutio
was strongly temperature dependent. In Secs. IV B thro
IV D, we describe the behavior found for each temperat
regime.

B. Medium-temperature „113… facet formation

We first discuss~113! facet growth in the medium tem
perature regime (310 °C&T&370 °C), since the phenom
enon was most straightforward here. For all experiments
formed in this temperature range, the sequence of p
profiles is qualitatively similar when scaled to dose~but not,
as discussed above, time!. Just as the$104% facet peak ap-
peared, the~115! peak shifted in the1h direction away from
its original position ofh56, as seen in Fig. 3~b!. In some
dosing experiments, the (11n) peak begins as a clear shou
der on the side of the~115! peak; this behavior is seen easie
at low temperatures but occurs in all temperature regim
No lateral peak shift was ever observed ink. The change in
peak position inh corresponded to a change in the orien
tion of the (11n) facet, withn changing smoothly from five
to three in this temperature regime. To better visualize
evolution of the (11n) facets, the facet positions from Fig.
are plotted against O2 exposure in Fig. 5. Peak position inh
for a given l ~the left axes of Fig. 5! is a direct measure o
facet orientation; thus, the facet’s angular deviation fro
~115! can be shown on the right axes. The symbol size in
figure reflects peak height from Fig. 3.

In this middle temperature regime, the (11n) facet peak
was moderately broader than the initial~115! peak but re-
mained sharp, reflecting a well defined yet continuou
changing orientation as the~104! and~014! facets grew. The
widths of the (11n) peaks are given by a combination of th
facet size, the small range of facet orientations, and ins
mental resolution~including the effect of scans being pe
formed along the direction of peak motion, see Fig. 3!. The
shifting of the (11n) orientation was due to a gradual bunc
ing of steps on the (11n) facets, with the average step sep
ration changing from 6.64 Å@for Cu~115!# to 4.24 Å @for
Cu~113!#. This mode of step formation may help explain t
structural disorder found on the O/Cu(113)(331) facets
~see Refs. 21 and 31!.

Once faceting concluded and the~113! peak had formed,
we found that the size of the facets~inversely proportional to
the CTR widths! tended to be greater at higher temperatu
~as long asT,370 °C). This is seen in the significantl
broader~113! peak atT5260 °C@Fig. 3~c!# compared to the
~113! peak atT5340 °C @Fig. 3~b!#, even though the initial
~115! peaks at the two temperatures were about equa
width. Similar results on the final facet size have been qu
tified with STM.33
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C. High-temperature „11n… facet formation

The beginning of the faceting process at high tempe
tures (T*370 °C) is qualitatively similar to the medium
temperature regime. The change in orientation through
(11n) facets was continuous@the scans in Fig. 3~a! are not
equally spaced in time#; the difference is that the peak con
tinued well past the~113! position. Even after a dose of 10
L, the orientation of the facet continued to progress aw
from ~115!, although the rate of peak motion had slow
considerably. In terms of the Wulff plot, this behavior dem
onstrates the complete removal of a cusp at~113!, as dis-
cussed in detail below.

D. Low-temperature „113… facet formation

The formation of ~113! facets at low temperatures (T
&310 °C) differed significantly from the previous cases. A
ter a dose of;10 L, the $104% facets formed suddenly, a
above, but the (11n) facet did not smoothly shift in orienta
tion, as seen in Fig. 3~c!. The (11n) peak clearly began as
shoulder to the~115! peak, but did not proceed continuous
to n53. It moved less than halfway to the~113! position and
then dropped in intensity while the~113! peak abruptly ap-
peared. In sharp contrast to the results at higher temp
tures, no well-defined peak was observed for the range
orientations aroundh56.2, or angles*4° from ~115!. In-

FIG. 5. Positions of (11n) facets shown in Fig. 3 during dosing
The radius of the symbol is proportional to the height of the fa
peak. The left axis gives peak position in 115 reciprocal latt
units, and the right gives the angle of the facet from~115! @which is
9.45° for ~113!#. In ~a! and ~b! (T5389 °C and 340 °C, respec
tively!, circles represent the position of the (11n) facet peak as it
changes smoothly to~113! ~and beyond, forT5389 °C). In ~c!
(T5260 °C), pentagons refer to the~115! peak position, diamonds
to the (11n) peak, and triangles to the~113! peak.
2-5
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D. A. WALKO AND I. K. ROBINSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045412
stead,two peaks were present for part of the dosing tim
thus, the faceting surface at lower temperatures consiste
coexisting domains of~113! and (11n) orientations, with the
~113! facets growing at the expense of the (11n) facets. This
behavior does not necessarily indicate an increase in the
face free energy of some (11n) orientations; rather, as de
tailed in Sec. V A, it is due to a decrease in the surface f
energy at~113!.

The ~113! CTR did not change orientation once the (11n)
facet had disappeared, but a moderate increase in inte
and narrowing of width was typically observed. This effe
more pronounced at lower temperatures, reflected the s
ordering that took place on this moderately disordered21 sur-
face. The ordering was slowest and least complete at low
temperatures, where surface diffusion was slowest. No
responding effect was observed for the~104! CTR’s, which
did not seem to change in intensity or width once the (11n)
facet peak disappeared.

E. Reversal of faceting

Once the~113! facets had formed and surface evoluti
had ceased, we observed that the faceted surface was s
even when oxygen gas was removed from the chamber.
ets decomposed only upon annealing at 500 °C, at wh
point O desorption from the fully faceted surface beca
significant. We also performed a few experiments wher
the O supply was cut off after faceting had begun, but w
before~113! facets had formed. Specifically, during a dose
T5263 °C andPO2

5831029 Torr, the O2 supply was cut

off when the (11n) peak had reachedh56.08; faceting did
not continue or even cease, but immediatelyreversed, revert-
ing to the~115! orientation without the development of an
other facets. This~115! surface was moderately well ordere
as judged by CTR intensities and widths, but was not
good as a freshly prepared~115! surface. In another case,
dosing in the high-temperature regime (T5389 °C,PO2

51.531028 Torr) was cut off with the (11n) peak ath
56.36 @namely, just after the last scan in Fig. 3~a!#; reversal
of orientation was again immediate, and we note that
surface showed no tendency to stabilize at the~113! facet,
but continued back towards~115!. The immediate reversal o
facet formation is directly attributable to oxygen desorptio
But as a surface with multiple, crystallographically inequiv
lent facets is not well suited for a quantitative study of d
sorption kinetics, this series of experiments was not purs
further.

V. STABILITY AND EVOLUTION OF FACETS

A. Equilibrium surface-free energies of facets

The real-time experiments described in Sec. IV dram
cally demonstrate the sensitivity of the O/Cu~115! faceting
process to substrate temperature and O2 dose, but its relative
insensitivity to O2 partial pressure. From these results,
are able to describe the relative stabilities of a number
orientations near the O/Cu~115! pole and determine the long
time evolution of the faceting surface. Such results are p
sible because the surface structure remains, locally, in e
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librium as the surface undergoes spinodal decomposi
from ~115! to ~104!, ~014!, and~113! facets. While the oxy-
gen in vapor form is not in equilibrium with the oxyge
adsorbed on the surface, we argue that the surface morp
ogy is always in equilibrium for a given oxygen coverage

Several observations show that adsorbate-induced f
ting in this system is not merely a kinetic effect. First of a
Sec. IV A demonstrates that, for all temperatures and p
sures investigated, faceting begins after a nonzero O2 dose,
i.e., after a certain amount of oxygen had adsorbed o
Cu~115!. A kinetically activated process would likely be ob
served to begin immediately, or would exhibit a temperatu
dependent time delay, rather than a temperature-indepen
dose delay. Second, continued oxygen adsorption was es
tial for faceting to continue. As described in Sec. IV E, t
removal of O2 from the vacuum chamber immediate
caused the facets to decompose; a kinetic effect might ca
facet evolution to stall without O2 but would not reverse the
process. We also note that the role of oxygen is not prima
that of a surfactant, i.e., to increase the mobility of Cu a
toms; previous experiments93,94 have demonstrated the hig
mobility of Cu on low-symmetry Cu surfaces without oxy
gen present, and at substantially lower temperatures.
oxygen, then, changes the surface free energies of var
facet orientations, forcing the surface to undergo spino
decomposition as O coverage increases.

The primary effect of O on the Cu~115! surface, then, is
to lower the surface free energy of the~104! facet, which
results in an increase to the anisotropy of the Wulff plot.
discussed in Sec. II, faceting can become energetically fa
able for a sufficiently anisotropic Wulff plot, despite the a
companying increase in surface area. In the present serie
experiments, O/Cu~104! facets were observed for all facetin
temperatures and O2 partial pressures; these facets form
abruptly and were never misoriented. Therefore, we c
clude that formation of O/Cu~104! facets drives the faceting
of the Cu~115! surface, consistent with previous studies
Cu~115! and other Cu~001! vicinal surfaces. The stability o
this facet has been attributed to its structural similarity to
regularly stepped version of the O/Cu(001)(2A23A2)
surface;95 this concept may be tested rigorously now that t
O/Cu~104! structure is known.21

Once the O/Cu~104! facets begin to form and grow, th
(11n) facets must evolve in order to maintain a macrosco
~115! orientation. Therefore, O/Cu~115! facets cannot remain
on the surface, but it does not necessarily follow that th
facets become intrinsically unstable. Boulliardet al.28 ob-
served a weak LEED pattern from~115! facets after
O-induced faceting of Cu~117! at high coverages and low
temperatures (200 °C). O/Cu~115! could thus be locally
stable but, like orientationB in Fig. 1, be overwhelmed by
nearby orientations with much lower surface free energie

The evolution of the (11n) facet orientation is thus driven
by the growth of the~104! facets, essentially via step bunch
ing. That is, as the~104! facets grow, the (11n) facets must
tilt farther and farther from~115! in order to maintain an
overall ~115! orientation for the macroscopic surface. Th
tilting involves a significant amount of mass transport of C
atoms at and near the surface, which in this UHV experim
2-6
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occurs by surface diffusion~rather than bulk diffusion or
evaporation condensation!. The details of this evolution
however, are sensitive to the surface free energies of
O-covered (11n) facets. Figure 5 displays the contrastin
behaviors of (11n) facet evolution in the three temperatu
regimes; the faceting is driven by the changing surface
energy of~104!, with the temperature variations determin
by the changing surface free energy at~113!. To present
concisely the variations in surface free energy with orien
tion and temperature, we propose two sets of Wulff pl
around the~115! pole for the O on Cu system.

First we present schematicdose-dependent Wulff plots
for orientations between~104! and~115! in Fig. 6. Increasing
O2 exposure progresses from Figs. 6~a! to 6~e!. Figure 6~a!
shows a Wulff plot for clean Cu, with a cusp at~115!, de-
noting that facet’s stability, but no cusp at~104!, although a
tiny one could in principle exist there. Clean Cu~104! is a
relatively unstable facet that disorders easily. Intermed
orientations have much higher Miller indices and no e
pected tendency for stability. Figures 6~b! and 6~c! are Wulff
plots for O2 coverages between 0 and 9.6 L; although a c
may be present at~104!, at first it is not deep enough t
induce a stable facet@Fig. 6~b!#. Next, even when a~104!
facet is stable@Fig. 6~c!#, the ~104! cusp is not deep enoug
to overwhelm the cusp at~115!. At a sufficiently high cov-
erage, the~104! facet indeed overwhelms the~115! facet
@Fig. 6~d!#, forcing the latter to change its orientation slow
towards~113! as O2 coverage@and the depth of the~104!
cusp# further increases@Fig. 6~e!#. Thus, the average orien

FIG. 6. Proposed dose-dependent Wulff plots for orientati
between~115! and~104! @or equivalently,~014!#, with dose increas-
ing from ~a! to ~e!. The thin black line is the surface-free energ
while the thicker grey line is the equilibrium crystal shape. Brok
grey line represents facets that do not appear on the equilib
crystal shape.
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tation of the (11n) facet tracks the depth of the~104! cusp;
the time dependence of the facet evolution is described
low in Sec. V B. With a simple geometric construction bas
on Fig. 6, we can compare the surface free energies of
~104! and~115! orientations (g104 andg115, respectively! at
the point where the~115! facet becomes unstable. Withumiss
representing the angular width of the missing orientation

g1045cosumissg11550.980g115, ~3!

since in this caseumiss511.4°, the angle between~104! and
~115!. We emphasize that Eq.~3! is valid only at the very
point at which faceting begins, a dose of 9.6 L.

The dose-dependent Wulff plots presented in Fig. 6,
orientations between~104! and ~115!, are independent o
temperature, since the early stage of faceting was uniform
the range of temperatures covered in this study. Howe
Figs. 3 and 5 demonstrate a significanttemperaturedepen-
dence to the Wulff plots of orientations between~115! and
~113!, which we display in Fig. 7. In proposing these (11n)
Wulff plots, we assume the surface free energy of these
entations does not vary with coverage for doses over 10
i.e., once the (11n) orientations have appeared. For all tem
perature regimes, the surface free energyg11n can be consid-
ered constant for 5.n.3. The nonzero cusp at~115! re-
moves (11n) orientations, withn very close to 5, from the
equilibrium crystal shape; this small range of missing orie
tations is more clearly present in the low-temperature exp

s

m

FIG. 7. Proposed Wulff plots for O/Cu(11n) in three tempera-
ture regimes. ~a! T*370 °C; ~b! 310 °C&T&370°C; ~c! T
&310 °C. Thin black line: Surface-free energy@assumed constant
except for temperature-dependent cusps at~113! and ~115!#.
Thicker, grey line: Equilibrium crystal shape. The angular sepa
tion of the ~115! and ~113! directions and the depth of the~115!
cusp are greatly exaggerated for visibility.
2-7
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D. A. WALKO AND I. K. ROBINSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045412
ments@Fig. 3~c!# than at higher temperatures@Figs. 3~a! and
3~b!#. While we expect a small, residual~115! cusp at all
temperatures, we note that its depth as pictured in Fig.
severely exaggerated.

The main difference between the Wulff plots of the hig
and medium-temperature regimes is forn,3. For high tem-
peratures@Fig. 7~a!# there is no apparent change in the s
face free energy fromn.3, allowing the orientation to
smoothly move further and further away from~115! as the
~104! cusp grows deeper. But for medium temperatures@Fig.
7~b!#, a tiny cusp seems to exist at~113!, and the surface free
energy ofn,3 is greater than that forn.3; this has the
effect of stabilizing the~113! surface and halting face
growth even if the~104! cusp continues to deepen with tim
The extent to which the surface free energy increases fon
,3 is not measurable here since we do not observe th
orientations in this temperature range. A cusp must exis
~113! for medium temperatures, since removal of oxyg
from the chamber did not lead to the~113! facets decompos
ing. However, the depth of the~113! cusp must be very sma
since we were not able to observe a range of missing or
tations around~113!, as we were able to do at low temper
tures.

In the low-temperature regime@Fig. 7~c!#, a relatively
deep cusp is definitely present at~113!, which causes a large
range of orientations to disappear from the equilibrium cr
tal shape. The origin of this cusp is likely to be the (331)
reconstruction observed for O/Cu~113!.21 The range of miss-
ing orientations@with angles up to 6° from~113!#, was con-
stant from 200 °C,T,310 °C but disappeared abov
310 °C. The abrupt disappearance of the missing regio
indicative of a first-order phase transition in the surface f
energy at 310 °C, i.e., the near disappearance of the cus
raising the temperature from Figs. 7~c! to 7~b!. We hypoth-
esize that this phase transition may coincide with the
moval of the (331) orientation at 310 °C. As above wit
Eq. ~3!, a simple geometric calculation allows us to det
mine the surface free energy of the~113! cusp at low tem-
peratureg113 compared with the surface free energy of
nonsingular point along (11n) g11n ~constant for 5.n.3):

g1135cosumissg11n;0.995g11n , ~4!

sinceumiss is about 6° forT,310 °C. Again, we note the
scale of Fig. 7 is exaggerated for clarity, and that the cus
~113! is much deeper than the cusp at~115!. The range of
missing orientations at~115! is at most 1°@see Fig. 5~c!#.
Thus,g11n2g115&0.001g11n at 260 °C, and even smaller a
higher temperatures.

B. Dynamic scaling of facet growth

Beyond the preceding description of the orientational
pendence of surface free energies, the measurement of
orientation vs O2 exposure can explore the dynamic scali
of the facets as they undergo spinodal decomposition. T
order parameters can be used to describe the state o
faceting surface and present complementary information
the complex process of facet growth:I 104, the intensity of
the ~104! CTR at a given point, can be related to the surfa
04541
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area covered by~104! facets, and the (11n) facet orientation
can be related to the relative sizes of the~104! and (11n)
facets, as described below. As we use these parameters
will explicitly enumerate the necessary assumptions that
used in deriving scaling relations.

We first analyze dynamic scaling based on the orienta
of the (11n) facets in the middle- and high-temperature r
gimes. The relative area of the~104! facets based on the
(11n) facet orientation can be evaluated by employing
laws of conservation of projected surface area and of ma
scopic orientation.96 We takeS104/S115 to be the surface are
of the ~104! facets@projected onto the~115! surface# relative
to the starting~115! area. As detailed elsewhere,87 S104/S115
can be expressed in terms of the (11n) facet orientation, or
equivalently in terms ofh, the position~in reciprocal lattice
units! of the (11n) peak at a givenl ~as in Fig. 3, wherel
50.6). However, two conditions must be met in order f
S104/S115 to be a useful scaling parameter: first, the ent
surface must be faceting at about the same rate; second
area covered by the faceting pyramids must remain cons
during a dosing experiment. The first condition requires t
only well-defined~104!, ~014!, and (11n) facets be found on
the surface while faceting occurs, with no other facet pres
This has been experimentally verified for the middle- a
high-temperature faceting regimes, as described in S
IV B and IV C. It is clearly not met in the low-temperatur
regime~Sec. IV D!, since the distribution of (11n) orienta-
tions becomes bimodal about halfway through the facet
process when~113! facets appear. The second condition
needed to ensure thatS104/S115 is a measure of the growing
size of the ~104! facets, instead of a changingnumberof
~104! facets. Although some small amount of ripening pro
ably occurs, we observed the~104! facet peak to always
cease evolving when the (11n) facet reached~113!. This
proves that the~104! facets grow in size mainly at the ex
pense of the (11n) orientation, not at the expense of oth
~104! or ~014! facets. Any scaling in the middle temperatu
regime will, of course, be abruptly truncated when the (11n)
facet reaches~113! and ceases evolving.

The results of scaling based on (11n) orientation are
shown for two experiments in Figs. 8~a!–8~b!. The normal-
ized areaS104/S115 is plotted against dose for typical dosin
experiments at medium and high temperatures. These ex
ments were performed at different but relatively low-oxyg
partial pressures, since slower changes in morphology co
be traced with higher resolution. In addition, we have plot
the best fits of logarithmic@ log(t2t0)# and power-law@(t
2t0)f# scaling over the later stages of faceting. The ‘‘sta
ing dose’’ t0 ~see Sec. IV A and Fig. 4! was included as a
fitting parameter, since it could not be measured precis
We find that both scaling forms produce very good fits to
available data, with the fits being of essentially equal qual
Furthermore, for the power-law fits, there is a rather la
range in the fit to the exponentf, from 0.11 to 0.25. The
limited information that can be derived from these fits
directly due to the relatively short time spans over whi
faceting occurs: faceting is abruptly truncated when
~113! facet is reached, necessarily limiting the fittable ran
and the ability to discriminate between alternative model
2-8
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FIG. 8. Dynamic scaling of O/Cu~104! facet size during O2
exposure. In all plots, circles are measurements; solid and da
lines are best fits to logarithmic and power-law scaling, resp
tively. ~a!–~b! Scaling by projected area of~104! facets.~a! Dosing
with experimental conditions ofT5336 °C and PO2

5231028

Torr. The resulting power-law fit yieldsf50.1760.04. ~b! T
5340 °C, PO2

5331029 Torr; f50.2660.02.~c!–~d! Scaling by
intensity of ~104! CTR ~c! T5260 °C, PO2

5831029 Torr; f8
50.3360.03. ~d! T5340 °C, PO2

5331029 Torr; f850.38
60.03. Further data are presented in Ref. 87.
04541
Although the scaling in Figs. 8~a!–8~b! was performed
with respect to calculated area of the~104! facets, these re-
sults essentially represent the growth of the facets in lin
size. That is,S104}LxLy whereLx andLy are the length and
width of the~104! facets~with x perpendicular to andy par-
allel to the^010&-type steps on this surface!, but the evolu-
tion of S104/S115 mainly reflects the evolution ofLx . This is
because~104! facet growth is anisotropic: a given face
grows very quickly along itŝ010&-type rows~parallel to the
O-Cu-O rows!, but much slower across the rows. While th
widths of the~104! CTR’s were quite broad inx, the widths
in y were much narrower~indicative of longer-ranged order!
and were not observed to change while faceting occurre21

Therefore, the evolution ofLy finished rapidly, and the facet
grew in area mainly by the increase inLx . Such growth rate
anisotropies have been previously observed experimenta61

and theoretically.84

As a separate measure of the size of the~104! facets, we
have investigated the evolution ofI 104, the scattered inten
sity at a point on the~104! CTR. Specifically, in Figs. 8~c!–
8~d! we plot the peak intensity~above background! at the
point (5,1,1.06)104 against dose. For several experiments
the low- and middle-temperature regimes, the intensity is
about equally well by either logarithmic or power-law sca
ing ~with exponentf8). Again, this scaling only occurs up t
the point at which the~113! orientation is reached and face
ting ceases, whereuponI 104 saturates. We note that the ev
lution of I 104 with dose is smooth and gives no sign of th
discontinuities of the (11n) evolution at low temperature
@in, e.g., Fig. 5~c!#. Although the mix of (11n) and ~113!
orientations prohibited reliable calculation ofS104/S115 in the
low-temperature regime, we can useI 104 to study dynamical
scaling for those experiments.

The CTR intensityI 104 can be related to the number o
~104! facets on the surfaceNf and to the average length an
width of the facets (Lx andLy , respectively! by

I 104}uF104u2Nf~LxLy!r , ~5!

and will be a useful scaling parameter if it varies only wi
facet length. As we argued above,Nf andLy changed little in
the later stages of faceting@due to the uniform faceting rate
across the surface and to the anisotropic growth of the~104!
facets, respectively#. Furthermore, we assume thatF104, the
structure factor of the~104! CTR at the point of measure
ment, is constant during faceting. That is, the surface str
ture of the~104! facets does not change, due to their grea
stability ~which drives the spinodal decomposition of the su
face in the first place!. Thus, I 104 varies as (Lx)

r , with r
51 in the resolution limit, andr 52 in the particle-size
broadening limit. Unfortunately, the experimental situation
likely somewhere in between: 1,r ,2. As such, the power-
law exponents fitted in Figs. 8~c!–8~d! are equal tof8
5rf. Taking r 52 gives the lower bound off; the average
value for f, with this assumption, is then 0.16, which
consistent with scaling byS104/S115. On the other hand,r
51 is consistent with logarithmic scaling ofLx , but r 52 is
not ~sinceI 104 could not be fit as a square logarithm!.

ed
-
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D. A. WALKO AND I. K. ROBINSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045412
If we combine the results of the power-law scaling
S104/S115 and I 104, then the best estimate of the expone
~given the limited range of dynamic scaling for each dos
experiment! is 0.1760.03. This low value is consistent wit
other faceting experiments59,42 performed on other, very dif-
ferent low-symmetry surfaces. We emphasize, however,
difficulty in differentiating power-law scaling with small ex
ponents from logarithmic scaling. Logarithmic scaling wou
be consistent with one-dimensional diffusion81 and with dif-
fusion lengths that grow with the facet size,83 either of which
could be expected for faceting on this vicinal surface. Ho
ever, as noted above, the faceting process as a whole s
more with O2 dose than with time alone. The limiting facto
in the dynamical scaling~whether as a power law or as
logarithm! is, then, the depth of the~104! cusp as a function
of time. The depth of this cusp is determined by the rate
incorporation of O2 onto the surface, which is directly pro
portional to the availability of oxygen, i.e., the partial pre
sure of O2. The mass transport required for the surface
maintain its equilibrium shape as a function of dose occ
on relatively shorter time scales. This conclusion cannot
drawn from a single measurement, but is seen in the pres
dependence of the experiments discussed in Sec. IV A.
one experiment that provides a direct comparison of sca
by S104/S115 and I 104 (T5340 °C) gives moderately differ
ent values forf:0.26 @Fig. 8~b!# vs 0.19@Fig. 8~d!#, respec-
tively. This difference is greater than the fitted uncertain
and could be an indirect argument for logarithmic fitting. B
it is as likely due to a breakdown in the assumption thar
52, that facet diffraction is at the particle-size limit, is
error; a smaller value ofr would raise the resulting value o
f from 0.19.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have used surface x-ray diffraction to observe
process of oxygen-induced faceting of Cu~115! in real time.
We confirmed that faceting is driven by the formation of t
O/Cu~104! and ~crystallographically equivalent! O/Cu~014!
facets, and more specifically found the faceting rate is de
e
n
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m
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mined by the depth of the Wulff plot’s cusp at~104! relative
to ~115!. The gradual deepening of the~104! cusp with O2
dose explains all features of the time dependence of the f
ting process, including the delay of about 10 L before fa
ting begins. On the other hand, the temperature depend
of the O/Cu~113! orientation’s surface free energy dete
mines the complicated evolution of the facets along (11n).
The low symmetry of this faceted surface~i.e., three-sided
pyramids with only two crystallographically equivalen
sides! certainly complicates the faceting process, but
temperature-dependent Wulff plot along (11n) is clearly an
effect subordinate to the dose dependence at~104!. Relative
values for the surface free energy were presented for or
tations that are separated by a range of forbidden orie
tions.

Two independent parameters are sensitive to~104! facet
size, and thus, to the dose dependence of the surface
energy of O/Cu~104!. The dynamic scaling of these param
eters was not unambiguously resolved but was either lo
rithmic or power law with a small exponent, in either ca
reflective of slow facet evolution. We have proposed that
time evolution for this case of adsorbate-induced faceting
limited, and thus governed, by the rate of decrease of a
ticular orientation’s surface free energy. The depth of
cusp at~104!, i.e., the stability of O/Cu~104! facets, increases
with O2 exposure; thus, the timescale of this faceting mec
nism is set by adsorbate incorporation rather than being
ited by surface-diffusion kinetics~the more commonly as
sumed case for facet growth!. It would be interesting to see
whether other faceting experiments, e.g., O-induced face
on other Cu high-index surfaces, have time scales se
changes in the equilibrium crystal shape, and thus, y
similar time ~or dose! dependencies.
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